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WetCoating Technology is widely usedin industries nowadays. Dip coating is one of
the techniques used in Wet Coating Technology. The device required to implement
the technique is called dip coater. The conventional dip coating technique used to
deposit sol-gel thin films on flat substrates is well established and accepted because
of its simplicity and the high coating quality that can be obtained. Advanced Material
Research Centre (AMREC) SIRIM Berhad as a collaboratorprovided the dip coater
for the project. With the current dip coater, the thin=film produced has several
problems including wavy surfaces and non-uniformity of the thickness. The dip
coater control box is only limited to two speed controls which are 0.5 mm/s and
1.5 mm/s. The purpose of this project is to improve the performance of AMREC dip
coater by designing a new improved dip coater. Preliminary work of the project
involved evaluatingthe performance of current dip coater by analyzing the coatings
produced using several characterization tools. Examination of how dip coating
process works lead to the identification of what causes thepoorquality of the coating.
Factors that contributed to the problems are vibration produced by the sample
movement and type of the motor choosen for the dip coater. It was found that the
vibration of the system can be reduced when the nut follower pitch was reduced.
Circuit of the system has been redesigned to allow the change of the motor
movement, control the speed and providing various speed for dipping process.
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1.1 Background of Study
Wet coating technology is widely used in industries nowadays. The simple use of wet
coating for a non transparent material is for the purpose of decoration such as in
printing techniques. Another significant application of wet coating technology is to
coat transparent material using organic paint. This technology can be implemented in
all industrial areas, which require improvement in the advantages of the quality and
performance of the product.
One of the wet coating techniques advantages is the ability to develop coating with
new properties either preserving using newly-formed molecular structure or by
modifying the surface using heat-treatment method. For example, cooking utensils
such as frying-pan is coated with a conductive thin film with the purpose of
increasing the heat distribution to the entire surface of the pan.
There are various techniques that can be used to apply the wet coating technology
depending on the requirement of the product and application. They are dip coating,
spray coating, flow coating process, spin coating process, capillary coating, roll
coating, printing techniques, chemical coating techniques.
Dip coating technique or sometime known as sol-gel dip coating has gained
popularity for coating film because of its cheap equipment setup, easy operation,
lower process temperature and homogeneity that can produce uniformly distributed
structures. Dip coater is the device required to coat the layer using dip coating
technique. The device is made up of two parts, a dipper and a control box.
1.2 Problem Statement
The thickness of the coating produced by the dip coating technique is mainly defined
by the withdrawal speed, the content and viscosity of the substances. It was found that
the current dip coater used in AMREC produced low quality coating which are wavy
surface and non-uniformity of the thickness.
The dip coater control box which control dip coater mechanism was found not in
working order. Fuse at control box always break when operation of dip coater was
switched to manual mode. The dip coater control box does not provide various speed
controls. It is believed that the operation of the dip coater would be more effective if
other functions are added to the control box.
To get good quality of coating product, dip coater must operate on suitable speed.
This will be determined by choosing the suitable motor and gear set.
1.3 Significance of the Project
This project will involve the student to the real project and acquire a hands-on
experience in operating the dip coater. This coating technology is widely used in
photonic and electronic fields. Coating Technology was developed to support the
research area of electronic component and other related to electrochemical study.
This Project of Dip Coater is a collaborative workwith AMREC underPhotonic and
Electronic Material Unit. At the end of this project, the student will come out with the
solution to increase the quality of coating product and this will contribute to the
development of coating research in AMREC.
1.4 Objective and Scope of Study
The scope for the whole project (two semesters) can be divided into four parts.
Scopes of the project are:
1. Testing of the performance of the current dip coater
2. Designing of the new improved dip coater
3. Testing of the performance of the new dip coater
4. Adjustment and adaptation of the new improved dip coater with the process
parameters
This project only concern with the development of dip coater in term of dip coater
mechanism and has no involvement in the study of the coating material. A student
needs to acquire a basic knowledge to handle coating material and the dip coating
operation. The specific objectives of this project are:
1. To conduct experiments / surface test to examine the coating product.
2. To research on suitable speed and motor for dip coating
3. To improve the qualityof coatingproduct in term of coatingsurface.
4. To design suitable dip coater for wet coating process - control dip coater
mechanism.
5. To design other techniques or options to replace previous technique if
necessary.
To define dip coater circuit and components that will be used in control box. This
circuit will control the mechanism of dip coater.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Sol-Gel Coating Process and Dip Coating Equipment
Dip coating is a process where the substrate to be coated is immersed in a liquid and
then withdrawn with a well-defined withdrawal speed under controlled temperature
and atmospheric conditions. Vibration-free mountings and very smooth movement of
the substrate is essential for dip systems. An accurate and uniform coating thickness
depends on precise speed control and minimal vibration of the substrate and fluid
surface. The coating thickness is mainly defined by the withdrawal speed, the solid
content and the viscosity of the liquid.
Ylv (P-g)
If the withdrawal speed is chosen such that the sheer rates keep the system in the
Newtonian regime, the coating thickness can be calculated by the Landau-Levich
equation, shown by Equation (2.1), where h = coating thickness, rj = viscosity,
v = velocity, ylv = liquid-vapor surface tension, p = density, g = gravity. The
schematics of a dip coating process are shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Stages of dip coating process from dipping of the substrate into
the coating solution, wet layer formation by withdrawing the substrate and
gelationof the layer by solventevaporation.
For an acid catalyzed silicate sol, thickness obtained experimentally fit very well to
calculate ones. The interesting part of dip coating processes is that by choosing an
appropriate viscosity the coating thickness canbe varied with high precision from
20 nm up to 50 um while maintaining high optical quality.
If reactive systems are chosen for coatings, as it is the casein sol-gel type of coatings
using alkoxides or pre-hydrolyzed systems, the so-called sols - the control of the
atmosphere is indispensable. The atmosphere controls the evaporation of the solvent
and the subsequent destabilization of the sols by solvent evaporation, leads to a
gelation process and the formation of a transparent film due to the small particle size














Figure 2.2: Gelation process during dip coating process, obtained by
evaporation of the solvent and subsequent destabilization of the sol.
In general, sol particles are stabilized by surface charges, and the stabilization
condition follows the Stern's potential consideration. According to Stern's theory the
gelation process can be explained by the approaching of the charged particle to
distances below the repulsion potential. Then the repulsion is changed to an attraction
leading to a very fast gelation. This takes place at the gelation point as indicated in
Figure 2.2.
The resulting gel then has to be densified by thermal treatment, and the densification
temperature is depending on the composition. Butdue to the fact that gelparticles are
extremely small, the system shows a large excess energy and in most cases a
remarkably reduced densification temperature compared to bulk-systems is observed.
However, it has to be taken into consideration that alkaline diffusion in conventional
glasses like soda lime glasses starts at several hundred degrees centigrade and, as
shown by Bange, alkaline ions diffuse into the coated layer during densification. In
most cases, this is of no disadvantage, since the adhesion of theses layers becomes
perfect, but influences on the refractive index have to be taken into consideration for
the calculations for optical systems.
2.2 Thin Film Measurement
2.2.1 Ellipsometer
Ellipsometer whichwill be used to test the surfaceof thin film is shownin Figure2.3.
An ellipsometer enables the researcher to measure the refractive index and the
thickness of semi-transparent thin films. The instrument relies on the fact that the
reflection at a dielectric interface depends on the polarization of the light while the
transmission of light through a transparent layer changes the phase of the incoming
wave depending on the refractive index of the material.
An ellipsometer can be used to measure layers as thin as 1 nm up to layers which are
several microns thick. Applications include the accurate thickness measurement of
thin films, the identification of materials and thin layers and the characterization of
surfaces.
Figure 2.3: Ellipsometer, AMREC SIRIM Berhad
2.2.2 Spectroscopic Reflectometer
Spectroscopic reflectometer or SR (Figure 2.4 (a)) was provided by AMREC.
Spectral reflectance illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b) can be used to measure a large
percentage of technologically important films. However, when films are too thin, too
numerous, or too complicated to be measured with spectral reflectance, oftentimes
they can be measured with the generally more powerful technique of spectroscopic
ellipsometry.
By measuring reflectance at non-normal incidence (typically around 75° from
normal) ellipsometry is more sensitive to very thin layers, and the two different
polarization measurements provide twice as much information for analysis. To carry
the idea even further, variable-angle ellipsometry can be used to take reflectance
measurements at many different incidence angles, thereby increasing the amount of




Figure 2,4 (a): Spectroscopic reflectometer and
Figure 2.4 (b): Sample result
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2.3 Dip Coater Circuitry
For this project, dip coater circuitry use Integrated Circuit (IC) of H-bridge from ST
Microelectronics which is dual full h-bridge driver (L298N), refer Figure 2.5. H-
bridge circuit function is to control the direction of the motor either clockwise or
counter clockwise. For the clockwise rotation, transistor A and D is ON by supply
voltage to the basejunction of the transistor. While for anticlockwise rotation, B and
C are ON by the same configuration. The basicH-bridge configuration was shown in
Figure 2.6.





Figure 2.6: Basic H-bridge using four transistors
The L298 is an integrated monolithic circuit in a 15-lead Multiwatt and PowerSO20
packages. It is a high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver designed to accept
standard TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC and
stepping motors. Two enable inputs are provided to enable or disable the device
independently of the input signals. The emitters of the lower transistors of each bridge
are connected together and the corresponding external terminal can be used for the
connection of an external sensing resistor. An additional supply input is provided so
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METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK
3.1 Procedure Identification
3.1.1 Analysis ofPresent Dip Coater
In order to improve the present dip coater as shown in Figure 3.1, the performance of
the device must be examined by conducting the coating process and producing few
samples. Result from the devicewas used to determine the quality of coatingproduct.
The dip coating process was handled in proper method and this was guided by
experienced researcher in AMREC. Thin film measurement devices will be used to
examine the coating product quality.
Figure 3.1: Dip coater and controlbox from AMREC SIRIM Berhad
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Dip coating was done completely in the AMREC SIRIM Berhad, Kulim Hi-Tech
Park, Kulim Kedah. The coating process involves preparing of coating material,
dipping, withdrawing and firing sample in the furnace. The setup is shown in Figure
3.2. The sample data produced is shown below:
Table 3.1: Dip coating data samples
Sample substrate
Glass slide and silicon wafer
(Glass slide was clean before it was used with
acetone, ethanol and distill water)
Coating material Si02
Dipping time 0,1,30, 60 (seconds)
Withdrawal speed 0.5, 1.5 (mm/sec)
Firing temperature 1000 (°C)
Samples were produced under cleanroom environment and without cleanroom
environment. Dip coater control box used three fuses in order to prevent the control
box circuitry from damages. The fuses used have limit to 0.5 A. The fuses were used
to protect AC, DC and motor in the circuit.
Figure 3.2: Coating silicon dioxide to silicon wafer
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Preparation of substrate:
Substrates used in this work are glass slide and silicon wafer. Dimension for glass
slide used is 7.0 x 2.5 x 1.0 cm and for silicon wafer is 4 x 3 x 0.1 cm. They were
cleaned with alkaline free detergents and then were immersed in an aqueous solution
of 30 % H2O2, HC1, and deionized H2O for 15 minutes, then washed with abundant
distilled water, and dried in air at 100 °C.
Preparation of the Si02 solution:
Si02 was stirred vigorously for 10 minutes and the solution was kept at room
temperature for 2 hours. The SUO2 thin films were prepared by the sol-gel method
using dip-coating technique. The coatings were made by withdrawing the glass
substrate from the coating solutions at rate 0.5 mm/s and 1.5 mm/s. After drying, the
substrates were treated at 100 °C for 30 minutes, and at 1000 °C for three minutes









Thin film observation \
Figure 3.3: Coating process flow chart
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Figure 3.4 described the whole process starting from preparation of coating material
to the final observation of the film produced.
Figure 3.4: Dip coating process: coating material preparation, firing
process and thin film observation
3.1.2 Analysis ofthe Dip Coater Mechanical Movement
Choosing the right gear is important for the dipper system. For this project, the gear
as shown in Figure 3.5 was chosen to move the nut follower up and down by rotating
the gear clockwise and anticlockwise. By applying suitable gear, vibration to the
system will be reduced. Gear was attached to gear board that consist a few types of
gears.
Gear was moved by a DC motor. Choosing the suitable motor is the key factor in
reducing the vibration to the system. Motorwas attached at the same gearboard.
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Figure 3.5: Gear set used to move the nut follower
Dip coater circuitry use Integrated Circuit (IC) of H-bridge from STMicroelectronics
which is dual full h-bridge driver (L298N). H-bridge circuit function is to control the
direction of the motor clockwise and counter clockwise. Control circuit was designed
similar to circuit below. Complete circuit for the dip coater is shown in Appendix D:




Figure 3.6: Bidirectional DC motor control
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3.2 Tools and Equipment Required
The most important tool for the project is AMREC dip coater because the main
objective of the project is to improve performances that contribute to coating quality.
The thin film measurement devices were used to test the surface quality of the
product. The devices are ellipsometer and spectroscopic reflectometer. The
functionality of the devicewas elaborated in section2.2 Thin FilmMeasurement.
Other requirements would be the coating material used to produce coating and the
furnace used to give heat treatment to the finished product. Heat-treating of the
coatings influences their protective properties. Substrates used for coating are glass
slide and silicon wafer.
In orderto reduce nut follower pitch, lathe machine wasused. Turning process canbe
done by using this lathe machine. Dimensions of thread produced are 12 mm diameter
and 1.75 mm pitch.
Electronic components will be used in designing the control box circuit. Main
component of the control circuitry is H-bridge IC (L298N). This component controls
the direction of the motor clockwise and counter clockwise. Softwares required to




4.1 Thin-film Observation and Measurement
4.1.1 Optical Microscopy
Dip coating process was done on the glass slide. The glass slide cannot be exposed to
high temperature of 1000 °C. Normally for every coating product produced, it must
go through the firing process. Glass slides cannot withstand high temperature, so it
will not go through the firing process. The coating on silicon was fired in the furnace
for 3 minutes at 1000 °C.
It is obvious from the optical microscopy result shown in Figure 4.1, the coating
produced has a wavy surface. These wavy surfaces were produced due to problem in
dip coater mechanism. When the nut follower is moved up the sample holder, the
sample will be withdrawn from the coating material (Si02). The smoothness of the
movement will contribute to the smoothness of the coating.
16
Figure 4.1: Optical microscopy results
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4.1.2 Spectroscopy Reflectometer











Withdrawal Speed (mm/s) 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Dip time (s) 0 0 1 30 60
Table 4.2: Result from spectroscopy reflectometer
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5
Min. (nm) 32.57 32.5 38.19 37.07 87.5
Max. (nm) 1267.5 1267.5 1267.5 1229.2 1267.5
Mean(nm) 485.08 438.64 543.84 558.8 570.61
Std.Dev. (nm) 293.63 304.25 372.37 317.22 326.98
Uniformity (%) ±127.3 ±140.8 ±113.0 ±106.7 ±103.4
CTE (nm) -934.48 -99.78 -1073.5 -208.37 -486.56
Wedge (nm) 327.99 691.46 270.04 638.69 446.36
Wedge Ang. 237° 153° 79° 30° -84°
Valid 49/49 49/49 49/49 49/49 49/49
Table 4.3: Data analysis from dip coating
Withdrawal Speed (mm/sec) 0.5 1.5
Thickness (nm) 485.08 438.64
Withdrawal speed vs. thickness
500.0
485.08 43864
I 400.0 ^H ^H
in
S 300.0 •
5 ^H ^H| 200.0 ^^B ^^B




Figure4.2: Graphwithdrawal speedvs. thickness
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Table 4,4: Data analysis from dip coating
Dip Time (s) ' 0 1 30 60
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Dipping Time (s)
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Figure 4.3: Graph dip time vs. thickness
From the five samples produced (with different in withdrawal speed and dipping
time), we can easily see the different in mean thickness. Based on the Landau-Levich
equation, we can know for every increasing in withdrawal speed, it will reduce the
thickness of the coating layer. From the result which is tabulated in Table 4.3, mean
thickness was reduced from 485.08 nm to 438.64 nm for withdrawal speed of
0.5 mm/sec to 1.5 mm/sec. AMREC dip coater only provide two speed controls
which are 0.5 mm/sec and 1.5 mm/sec.
Dipping time also contribute to the change in coating thickness. From the result as
shownin Figure 4.3, it is clearly seen that increasing the dipping time would increase
the thickness of coating. Mean thickness of dipping time for 1 second, 30 seconds and
60 seconds are 543.84 nm, 558.80 nm and 570.61 nm, respectively.
Result for the SR test was shown in appendix. Refer to the Appendix A: Spectroscopy
Reflectometer Result, we can see the different in color of coating surface. This show
the coating product surface is not uniform. Without any coating to glass slide (set as
reference), we can see that the glass slide is already uniform.
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4.13 Mechanical Partfor Dip Coater
Dipper is the part that moves the sample up and down. It consists of a few
components that control the movement. The most important componentof the dipper
is nut follower. To perform under low vibration, the dipper does not operate by
applying motor and gears direct to the sample holder. It is difficult to reduce the
vibration by applying motor and gears as a dipper mechanism. Movement of the
motor is already producing vibration to the sample.
Nut follower was operated by using external motor. Part that holds the sample was
attached to the nut follower. The movement of the nut follower will push the part up
and down.
Figure 4.4: Motor moves the connection part and the nut follower will
automatically pushed up and down.
The nut follower isolates the motor vibration from interrupting the sample holder.
The setupof the nut follower show the dipper is free from motor control. From
Figure 4.4, it is obviously shown that the person fabricate AMREC dip coater try to
reduce vibration by separating the motor and the movement part.
20
Figure 4.5: Nut follower
To reduce vibration in dip coater, the pitch of the nut follower was reduced. Pitch is
the distance between adjacent thread forms measured parallel to the thread axis.
When pitch of the screw is reduced, gap between nut and the screw is smaller and








Figure 4.6: Basic thread
Screw pitch used for previous dip coater is 2.0 mm and diameter 12 mm. The pitch
then reduced to 1.75 mm. Material used for the screw is aluminum because it is easy
to shape.
21
Figure 4.7 shows nut follower that was produced by using lathe machine. Dimensions
of the nut follower are 12 mm diameter and 1.75 mm pitch.
Figure 4.7: Screw produced: pitch 1.75 mm, diameter 12 mm
The nut follower then was attached to the dip coater body shown in Figure 4.8. L-bar
was used to form this base. From rough observation, it is physically shown that new
dip coaterproduce less vibration than previous dip coater.





In the first part of the project, experiment to coat coating material (sol-gel) to the
substrate: glass slide and silicon wafer have been successfully carried out. Surface
tests namely SR and Optical Microscopy, were used to examine the surfaceof coating
product. Data obtained shows that the current dip coater produces low quality coating
in the form ofnon-uniformity and wavy surfaces.
The surface test result contributes to the research in finding the suitable mechanism
and speedof the dip coater. Sample data was collected for various speeds to find the
effect of the speed to the film thickness. From the coating process, data shows that
increasing the withdrawal speed would reduce the thickness of the film. New dip
coater offer various speed controls for dip coating process by providing variable
resistor. This resistor controls the speed ofthe dip coater motor.
Vibration has been identified as the source of problem providing low quality films.
The vibration can be reduced by reducing the nut follower pitch. Nut follower
dimensions now are 12 mm diameter and 1.75mm pitch. Previous dip coater pitch is
2.0 mm. Physically this improvement has shown to have less vibration when it is




Standard small DC motor was chosen. The DC motor is obtained from the gear set
kit. The motor was chosen because it is small and produce less vibration. The
application of the motor is still in the trial condition. It is suggested that a linear
motion system motor by Oriental Motor Co. Ltd. to be used as a main motor in the
dip coater system. The motor was proven by others to work efficiently in high
precision operation. The motor mechanism converts rotational motion into linear
motion.
Integrated motion control systems contain matched components such as controllers,
motor drives, motors, encoders, user interfaces and software. The manufacturer
optimally matches components in these systems. They are frequently customized for
specific applications. Number of axes, motor power and torque, controller interface
and networking options are developed with the applications area of a manufacturer.
Systems specifications, network options, direct back plane interface, and environment
are all important to considerwhen searchingfor motion control systems.
Figure 5.1: Precision Linear Actuator and Linear Heads, Oriental Motor Co. Ltd.
24
Compact Actuators DRL Series by Oriental Motor is a compact motor and has
lightweight body houses. The DRL Series model helps to achieve a significant
reduction in the size of the dip coater system. This model minimizes the number of
the number parts involved in linear conversion results in higher reliability. DRL
Series also eliminates the need to design, acquire and assemble the parts necessary to
convert rotary to linear motion.
Oriental Motor also offered Linear Heads LH Series. Linear heads are linear motion
rack and pinion units for use with standard AC motors. This model offered various
types of movements. Precision Linear Actuator and Linear Heads motor was shown
in Figure 5.1. Detail on Oriental Motor product was shown in Appendix E: Linear
Motion System. It is believed that the operation of the dip coater would be more
effective if the linear motion motor is used.
25
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Very thin layersof material that are deposited on the
surface ofanother material (thinfilms) areextremely
important to many technology-based industries. Thin
films are widelyused, for example, to providepassiva
tion, insulating layers between conductors, diffusion
barriers, and hardnesscoatings for scratch and wear
resistance. The fabricationof integrated circuits con
sistsprimarily of the deposition and selective removal
of a series of thin films.
Films typically usedinthin-film applications range
from a few atoms (<10A or0.0001 pro) to 100 |im
thick (tlie width ofa human hair.) They can beformed
by manydifferent processes, includingspin coating,
vacuumevaporation, sputtering,vapor deposition, and
dip coating.
Toperformthe functions for whichthey were
designed, thinfilms musthave theproperthickness,
tin i'." . jii K' yhiiMjs, and other characteristics
" '*•,. unpen <zm Yj the particular application.
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Bvsr Thi-two main classes of thin-
tiln measurementare optical
and stylus based techniques.
Stylus measurements
measure thickness and
; roughness by monitoring
'. me deflections of a fine-
tipped stylus as it is
lfagged alongthe surface of
?film. Stylusinstruments
limited in speed and
•acy. and they require a
in the film to measure
i. They aie often the pre-
od when measuring
Licit ss metals.
• Z - ~ -^
- j^ « •"
$&&&
-! —,- —- *-•
til • J ' *!j
Opticaltechniquesdetermine thin-film characteris
ticsby measuring how the filmsinteractwith light.
Optical techniques can measure the thickness, rough
ness, andoptical constants ofa film. Optical constants
describe howlight propagates throughand reflects from
a material. Once known,opticalconstants maybe
related to other material parameters, such as composi
tion and band gap.
Optical techniques are usually the preferred method
for measuring thin filmsbecause they are accurate,
nondestructive, and require littleor no sampleprepara
tion. The two most common optical measurement
types are spectral reflectance and ellipsometry. Spectral
reflectance measuresthe amount of light reflectedfrom
a thin film overa rangeof wavelengths, with the inci
dentlight normal (perpendicular) to thesample
surface. Ellipsometryis similar, except that it measures
reflectance at non-normal incidence and at two differ
entpolarizations. Ingeneral, spectral reflectance is
muchsimplerand lessexpensive than ellipsometry, but
it is restricted to measuring less complex structures.
u and k Definitions
Optical constants (?r andk) describe how light prop
agates through a film. Insimple terms, theelectromag
netic field that describes light traveling through a mate
rial at a fixed time is given by:
A*cos(n2jLx) • exp {-k2& x)
A A
wheres is distance,). is the wavelength of light,and n
and k are the film's refractive index and extinction coef
ficient, respectively. Therefractive index isdefined as
the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed
oflight in the material. The extinction coefficient isa




Reflection occurs whenever light crosses the interface




in v and k. Forlight
reflected off of a
material in air,
{a-l)l+iP
To sec how spectral reflectance can £»+') +^"
beusedtomeasure optical constants, consider the
simple case oflight reflected bya single nonabsorbing
material(k=G). Then: p „ |"lLI2
Clearly, uofthe material can be ! I
determined from a measurement of R. In real materials,
n varies with wavelength (thatis tosay, realmaterials
exhibit dispersion), but sincethe reflectance is known at
many wavelengths,






Consider now athin film on top ofanother material
In thiscase boththetopandbottom ofthefilm reflect
light. The total amount ofreflected light isthe sum of
these two individual reflections. Becauseof die wavclike
nature oflight, the reflections from thetwo interfaces
may add together either constructively (intensities add)
Determination of thickness (d)
''s'l.ti










optical path lengths ofthetwo reflections, which in turn
isdetermined bytluckness ofthefilm, itsoptical con
stants, andthewavelength ofthelight. Reflections are
in-phase andtherefore addconstructively when thelight
path isequal toone integral multiple ofthewavelength
oflight. For light perpendicularly incident ona transpar
ent hint, this occurswhen 2nd = \K whered is the
thickness of the film andi is oninteger (the factor oftwo
isdueto thefact that the light passes through thehim
twice.) Conversely, reflections areoutofpraise andadd
destructively when the light pathisonehalf ofa wave
length different from tlie in-phase condition, orwhen
2»rf = (I + UZ\h. The qualitative aspects of these reflec
tionsmaybe combined intoa single equation:
From this, wecansee that p - ^ + g qq$ { j=IL ^A
the reflectanceof a thin A
film will vary periodically with 1/wavelength, which is
illustrated below. Also, thicker films willexhibit a greater
number ofoscillations overa given wavelength range,
while thinner films will exhibit fewer oscillations, and
ofientimes onlypartofanoscillation, overthesame
range,
Determination of refractive index (»)
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ABOUT THIN-FILM MEASUREMENTS
Dfterminiiig Film Properties irom Speclr
Theamplitude and periodicity of the reflectance of
a thin film is determined by the film's thickness,
optica! constants, and otherproperties suchas inter
face roughness. Incases where tliere is more than one
interface. It is not possible to solveforflintproperties
inclosed form, nor isit possible to solve forwandk at
eachwavelength individually. In practice, mathemati
cal models are used that describe n and k over a range
of wavelengths usingonlya fewadjustable parameters,
Afilm's properties aredetermined bycalculating
reflectance spectra basedon trial values of thickness
and the it and k model parameters, and then adjusting
these values until the calculated reflectance matches
the measured reflectance.
al Reflectance
Models for» and k
Thereare many models fordescribing n andk asa
function ofwavelength. Whenchoosing a model fora
particular film, it is important that the model beableto
accurately describe nand k over the wavelength range
of interest using asfew parameters aspossible. In
general, theoptical constants ofdifferent classes of
materials (e.g., dielectrics, semiconductors, metals, and
amorphous materials) varyquitedifferently wirhwave
length, andrequire different models to describe them
(see below,) Models fordielectrics (fr=Q) generally have
threeparameters, while nondielectrics generally have
five or more parameters. Therefore, as an example, to
model the two-layer structureshown below a totalof










Fitting parameters: A, Br C (total ot I)
j-U«j A-CEafE-EJ2 1
rfucior: tm--2r*= & ^.gj2+c£'T "*>^°rf E<E.
'J
2P h^ii*)C1(E)=k2-A:= ej(«} + -jr 'Vri ds (Kramers-Kronig relaitonshipj
Fitting parameters: ?[(«), Ah Cj, Efl, E^, ... (total of 5.9or13)
j =12 or] Ai
uluctor: e:(E)=2^- £ ^£^7
2P f-se,(s)
£|(E)= n-k2 - £[(«>) + ~jt "7%"^ (Kramers-KtoniQ relationship)
Fitting parameters: £•[{«), A|, B|,Ej)|, ... (total at4,7of10)
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Number of Variables,
Limitations of Spectroscopic Reflectance
Spectral reflectance can measure the thickness,rough
ness,and optical constantsof a broadrangeof thin
films. However, if there is less than one reflectance
oscillation (ie. thefilm isvery thin), there isless Infor
mationavailable to determine the adjustable modelpara
meter. Therefore, the numberof film properties that
may bedetermined decreases forvery thinfilms, Ifone
attemptsto solvefor too many parameters, a unique
solution cannot be found: more than one possible com
binationof parameter valuesmayresult Ina calculated
reflectance that matches the measured reflectance.
Anexample ofthe reflectance from a verythinfilm,
50A of SiOj on silicon is shown below, where it iscom
pared tothe reflectance from a bare silicon substrate. In
this case, measuring the thickness, roughness, and « of
the Si02 requires fiveparameters to be determined.
Clearly, the change inthe spectra caused by adding 5oA
of SiO^does not require five parameters todescribe, and
a uniquesolution cannotbe found unlesssome addi
tional assumptions are made.
Depending uponthe film and thewavelength range
of the measurement, the minimum single-filmthickness
tliat can be measured usingspectral reflectance is in the
10A to 300A range. Ifoneis trying to measure optical
constants as well, the minimum thickness increases to
between 100A and2000A, unless minimal parameteriza
tion models can used. When solvingfor the optical
properties of more than onefilm, the minimum thick
nesses are increased even further.
Spectroscopic Reflectance versus Ellipsometry
Given the restrictions listed above, spectral reflectance
can be used to measurea largepercentage of technologi
cally important films. However, whenfilms are toothin,
too numerous, or too complicatedto be measured with
spectral reflectance, oftentimes theycanbe measured
withthegenerallymorepowerfi.il technique of spectro
scopic ellipsometry. By measuring reflectance at non-
normal incidence {typically around IS" from normal)
ellipsometry is more sensitive to verythin layers, and the
two different polarization measurements provide twice as
muchinformation foranalysis. Tocarrythe ideaeven
further,variable-angle ellipsometry can be used to take
reflectance measurements at manydifferent incidence
angles, therein increasing the amount of information
available for analysis.
Thefollowing pages of this brochure describe spectral
reflectance systems available from Filmetrics. Ifyou are
uncertainwhetherspectral reflectance or ellipsometry is
appropriate foryourfilmmeasurements, please callus to
discuss yourapplication. Ifspectral reflectance cannot
satisfy your needs,we will be happyto referyou to a
reputable sourcefor ellipsometry.
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FILMETRICS ADVANCED R E F LE CTO ME TRY
Thin-Film Measurements on your bench top
Thickness, refractive index, and
extinction coefficients are measured
quickly and easily withFilmetrics'
advanced spectrometry systems.
Simply plugthe Filmetrics system
into your computers parallelport
and start making measurements.
Theentire system setsup in
minutes and measurements can be
made by anyone with basiccom
puterskills. This simple hardware
and intuitive software provides
thin-film knowledgeto a whole
newgroup of users.
From near infrared to
ultraviolet
Systems areavailable withwave
lengths from 215 nm to 1700nm
enabling thickness measurements
of films10 angstroms to 350 urn
thick. The Filmetrics systems
measure transparent thin films
made from virtually all common
mate rials.
Easy to use software
The familiarand user friendly
interface provided by Filmetrics
softwareIs quickly mastered.
Measurements are made at about
onepersecond. Measured data,
alongwith meaurement details, are
easily saved and exporteddwith
standardWindows filesavingand
clipboard methods. Plus, Dynamic
DataExchange allowfor easyinte
gration with other programs.
AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS
R&D 100 Award
The Filmetrics in-situ system, Model
P'30. was selected as one of the 100 most
technologically significant new products
of 1997 by R&D Magazine,
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COMPLEX MEASUREMENTS MADE SIMPLE
,Both She measwedandcalculatedreflectance, spectia are displaced so tliat the
integrity of'the measurement may easily bejudged. The measured nandkcurves
may also be plotted.
Awide range ofreflectance wavelengths are
available, from229 to 1709nm
Photonics Spectra Circle of Excellence
The Filmetrics F2Q was chosen as one of the 25 most






















Filmetrics measurement systems are
routinely used to measure the thickness,
roughness, and optical constants of
oxides. SiNx. photoresist, andother
semiconductor process films. Inaddi
tion to these single layer applications,
manytwo-and three-layer film measure
mentsare alsopossible. Anexampleis
polysilicon/SiC^ onsilicon, which is
used inSOIapplications. Tliescreen to
the right shows a typical measurement
result for the structure modeled on
page 4.
The flexible opticalprobeassembly makeson-lineand in-sltu
thicknessmeasurements possible. All that is requiredis optical
access for normal-incidence reflectancemeasurements. Call us




Thin films are used for scratch resistance
and/or antireflectioncoatings in many
industries. Automotiveplastics, eyeglass
lenses, and many plastics packaging applica
tions use thin films. For hardcoats, a primer
layeris oftenappliedfirst for improved film
adhesion. Filmetrics systems are capableof
measuring the thicknessof these layersindi
viduallyor simultaneously, regardless of the
presence of coatings on the backside of the
sample.
Flat Panel Display Applications —
Proper polyiraide and resist thicknesses are critical to
yield inflatpanel display manufacturing. Besides mea
suring these materials, Filmetrics systems can also






(n and k) and transmittanceare
made quicklyand easilyby the
Model F20. This versatile hard
ware can be configured to measure
transparent or translucentfilms
that are 30 A to 350 urn in thick
ness. Typical accuracyis within a
few angstroms. Spotsizeis
adjustable over a wide range.
Accessories
Awide variety of stages, chucks,
and special measurement headsare
available to fixture most sample
geometries.
Surprisingly LowPrice
Filmetrics is pleasedto offera
breakthrough price. Complete F20
systems are availablefor less than
$12,000. The difficult and expen
sive task of thin-film measurement
is now simple and inexpensive.
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In-Si tu Measurements
Forprocess applications, Filmetrics offers systems that needonly
optical access. Interfaces toa wide range of control systems are
available.
Thickness Mapping System
Extends F20 thickness measurement functionality and
intuitive operation to automated mapping of large area
samples.
Map sample uniformity in minutes. Five points to hurt
dreds ofpoints asfast asonesecond perpoint. Standard




Turns Your Microscope into a
Film Thickness
Measurement Tool
For thickness measurements on
patterned surfacesand other applica
tions that require a spot size assmall
as 10 microns.
Formostcommonmicroscopes,
the F40 is a simplebolt-onattach
ment. Standardc-moitntadapterpro
vided for CCD cameraviewing of
measurement location,





Thickness with n and It
FZO 150A to 50 urn 1000 Ato 10 pm
F20-UV 30 Ato 20 um 500 Ato5pm
F20-NIR 1000 Ato 250 |tm 3000 Ato10pm
F30 lOOOAto 50 urn 1000 A to Sum
F40 200 Ato20 pm n/a
























System running Windows71,1 SSor laterwithavailable
USB port
5 MB hard diskspace
2 MB freemenory
Power Requirements
100-240 VAC.50-60 Hz. 0.3-O.1 A
'' 'lyjilcilviilirs. bjsi ii.nK ifc'pfttlnit
I QiluTctuflRuratims mumble
1 Stiiriinl (tevLiiton d 100ihirKnra ratling*oim nmSlO, [ilmcti illiro
sut&rdic. VilnMs<ircNfi=or*tflnfl&fil<fcM-it]onsnF4Mire<t<ft"iT wciiiy
2 Tavj-iiarwi f.T.ed nmhlly «w( KX)r«idiiigsnf SXinin W;film m
illlciiii.
Questions?
Please call ns ifyou would likemore information about measuring
your thin films,or to arrangefor a free trial measurement.




Filmetrics. Inc..9335 Cltesapeake Drive. SanDiego. CA92123
(858) 573-9300 • Fax: (858) 573-9400* E-mail: mfbsKilJTietrics.com
Visit our Web site: www.filmetrirs.com














1Kb set contains small parts which may be
hazardous to children under three.
This ley la batteryoperated Follow Instruc
tionslorproperbattery insladatfon.
This sat conWlns parts which havo sharp
pramsand edges. Sand Jaggededges betord
use '
Ksap (Uigais Ires frommoving parts.












•Selecl one o( three speeds according to use

















•CAUTION •Suitable railage: 3V
♦Do not hinder rotation of output shahs. May
cause damage to gears
I Screw
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Introduction and Features of Linear Motion





utilizes a IIniror motion
pjiethmlsnilnordtrto
handle direct ttvuat loads









The DRL Series linear acluator is a self-contained package
consistingof a 5-phase steppingmotorwitha hollow shaft
rotor connected to a ball screw nut. The acluator uses a
micfostepping driver to deliverextremely precise positioning.
# The compact and lightweightbody houses the rotating
componentsas wellas the linearmotion mechanismof
ihe steppingmotor. The DRLSeiies helps lo achievea
significant reduction in the sl2eo(yourequipmentand
system.
• The hollow rotorshaft Incorporates largebore beaiings to
directly handlethrust loads, Minimizing the numberof the
parts involvedin linear conversion results in higher
reliability.
® Eliminatesthe need to design, acquire and assemble the






The 5-phase stepping motor otters high-resolution and low-
vibration.
« Driver
The driver features microstepplng electionics that
electronicallydividethe basic step angle of the motor, <ritis
enablinghigherresolution and lower vibration operationat
low speeds.
# Ball Screw
Bothrolledand giound ballscrews are available, depending
on the accuracy required.
' Application Examples
paramedian m precision X-Y * Focusinga CCD camera * Centering a substrate Silicon wafer pin lifter
D-2 omental waioa GENEaetciiraLOGjdokom
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M Rack & Pinion
Linear Heads
LH Series •f>ijeD-17tar detail
• Features
Linear heads are linear motion rack-and-pinionunits (or use
with standard AC motors.
(a? Depending onthe typeof motor coupled directly to the
linearhead, varioustypes ot movements are posslOle.
& Awide range of products are available.
© Motors fordirectcoupling to the linearheads are sold
separately.
& Decimal gearheadswhich reducethe basicspeed by 10:1
ate available.
® Application Examples
Linear heads provide a linear drive mechanism that can be
used ina varietyot applicationslorsimpler mechanism
design and easier wiring.
• Construction
Linear heads use reduction gears to reduce motor speed and
increase motortorque,whilea reliable and lowcost rack-
and-pinion mechanism converts rotational motion into linear
motion. The direclion of rack movement is determined by the
direction of molor rotation. When the rack reaches either
end, it is necessary to reverse the direclionof rack
movement by changing the direction ot motor rotation. Since
linear heads do not have an automatic stop/reverse
mechanism, it is necessaiy to attach limitswitches or
sensors to change the direction of motor rotation.
» Motor
The idealwayto change the direclion ot lackmovement
Instantaneously is to use a reversible motor.
• Rack
Solid-drawn S45C steel is gear-cut and given a nitridefinish
to reduce sliding liictionand provide rust-resistance.
m Rack Grommet
The tackis supported bytwogrommetsmade byan oilless
metal.
Hois:
IftheendofDierackshouldadvanceIntoths rackrase and me rack b supported
byonly oiiB grommet, itmight cause themechanism toimSunttion. The raik
movementrdiould always bereversed before- theedgsoltheraMteaches tlwrack
grammat.




How to Read the Specifications Table
Example Guide Actuator Specifications
Model DRL28PA1O-03D DflU8PBlG-03D
MotorType s-Phase SteppingMotor
0 Dilm tteHiod Rolled Soil Screw Ground Ball Screw
„ Maximum Transportable Mass lb, (kg)











3j Minimum Speed 1aJs (mini's) 0.94(24) O.W(24)
fljjMsdmuniTliruttForca lb. (N) 6,7 (30) 6.7 00)
® Maximum Holding Forceat Encitafiorj lb. (H) 6.7(30) G.7(30)
'X Holding Fur«at Non-E»ctotion lb, (Nj 0 0
i§) Minimum LoadInertia oi-in(Nm) MviO
IA:0 l.kO
J0 Repetitive Positioning Actuiacy in. (mm) ±0iKO78(0.02i
S rD.00039 (0J)1)
® £0.0007(1 (0,02)
# LostModun In (ram) 0.0038(0.1) 0.0O2(0.05)
»Rasolutlon(Baslc) In. [rami 0.000078(0.002] 0.000070 (0.002)
#Lasd In,(mm) 0.039(1) 0.030(1)
fitSliuke In.(mm) -1.1*00) 1.16(30)
Weigtrt lb.(kg) 0,56 (0.S5) 0.55 (0.25)
Ambient Temperatma 32°F~H04"F |0<C -+40'O
CD Drive Method
Mechanism used to convert motoi rotation to linear motion.
@ MaximumTransportable Maes(Horizontal direction)
Maximum mass that can be moved under rated conditions
In the horizontal direction.
For the standard type the thrust force is reduced by the
amount ot tridional resistance ot the slidingsurface and
tfie mass ol a guide.
0) MaximumTVansponatale Mass (Vertical direction)
Maximum mass that can De moved under rated conditions
in the vertical direction.
® Acceleration
Maximum acceleiaticn rate allowed to move with the
maximumtransportable mass in tfie honzontal direction.
<5iMaximum Speed
Maximum speed allowed to be movedwith the maximum
transportable mass.
(6) Maximum Thrust Force
Maximum thrust force at constant speed with no load.
D-4 ORIENTAL V3T03GEKERSL CtTtLOa ZMaOWU
® Maximum Hoidlng Force at Excitation
Maximum holding force with the power on.
® Hoidlng Force at Non-Excitation
Maximumhoidingforce with the power oft.
® Maximum Load Inertia
Maximumforce that can De applied to the guide when the
center of gravityof the actuator and load has an offset
@ Repetitive Positioning Accuracy
Errorwhen movingto same position to the same direction.
0 Lost Motion
Positioning errorthat occurswhen positioning to a specific
point in the opposite direction.
@ Resolution
Distance the motor moves withone step pulse input.
©Lead
Distance the motor moves in one resolution.
rH Stroke









Sayamemohonutltukrriembawa keluar barangan/peralatan berikut:
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APPENDIX G
REFERENCE DIP COATER
Source: Mat TamiziZainuddin, Researcher, Photonicand Electronic MaterialGroup,
AMREC, SIRIM Bhd.
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